
Sienna  

Accessories 

DOOR EDGE GUARDS  

Help prevent door edge dings and chipped 

paint with this protective finishing touch. 

$85.00 

MUD GUARDS 

Help protect your paint finish from 

road debris and the damage it causes. 

$147.38 

ALLOY WHEEL LOCKS 

Precisely machined, weight-balanced alloy 

wheel locks provide added    protection 

for your wheels and tires. 

$65.95 

LOWER DOOR MOLDINGS 

When it comes to security, the VIP 

security system is the ideal addition. 

$265.00 

ROOF RAIL CROSS BARS 

Mount directly to the roof rails to help 

you carry up to 150 pounds of cargo. 

$202.38 

TRAILER BALL AND MOUNT 

Designed and engineered to work together, the 

trailer ball and ball mount are built and tested 

to match your Sienna's exact towing capacity. 

$125.00 

TOW HITCH RECEIVER 

It is engineered to help accommodate 

your Sienna's maximum tow rating. 

$561.50 

CARPET FLOOR MATS 

These plush, long-wearing carpet        

floor mats help protect and dress           

$289.00 

ALL-WEATHER FLOOR MATS 

Count on these rugged all-weather   

floor mats to help protect the          

vehicle's original carpet. 

$143.00 

REMOTE ENGINE STARTER 

Have your vehicle’s interior ready,     

waiting and comfortable in any          

kind of weather. 

$549.00 

CARGO TOTE 

This collapsible, soft-sided cargo tote secures 

a variety of items, and helps keep them 

upright and in place. 

$48.00 

DOOR SILL PROTECTORS 

Help protect your Sienna’s door sills 

from scuffs, scrapes and scratches. 

$89.13 



Sienna  

Accessories 

CARGO NET 

It is a versatile, lightweight solution to 

securing everyday items. 

$35.00 

CARGO ORGANIZER 

It features large and small solid-sided 

covered bins that accommodate cargo in a 

variety of shapes and sizes. 

$238.00 

FIRST AID KIT 

Be prepared for life’s                      

little emergencies. 

$29.00 

EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE KIT 

Don’t let small issues stop                      

you in your tracks. 

$59.00 

UNIVERSAL TABLET HOLDER 

It helps keep passengers entertained and is com-

patible with virtually all portable tablet multimedia 

devices with up to 10.1” inch portrait layout. 

$79.00 

ASHTRAY CUP 

This convenient, self-contained ashtray 

cup fits snugly inside the cupholder. 

$17.00 


